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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for revising, my comments are mostly addressed - please see some residual comments below

Please remove footnotes and ensure these points are adequately covered in the manuscript.

Provide a reference for Covidence

Please cite appendix as online supplementary material

Line 252 has formatting errors - please correct

You state in a heading ‘funding’ that 'this work received no specific funding’ and have placed N/A in your PRISMA checklist then in the acknowledgements you state that "This research was funded by The Pershing Square Fund for Research on the Foundations of Human Behavior. Please confirm and be very clear what role this funder had in your study design

What is your risk of bias tool - you state that it is modified from Cochrane but it appears to have been modified quiet a lot. Please confirm this tool has been used before; if not, why you need to modify it, and if you have, have you tested it using some studies to make sure it is valid
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Quality of written English
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